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　　Abstract　　With the spherical harmonic(SH)function model and the dual frequency GPS P code phase data f rom the Crustal

Movemen t Observat ion Network of China(CMONOC)during the period from year 2000 to 2002 , t ime series of total elect ron content

(TEC)in the area of C hina is calculated.T he diurnal variations , semiannual , and w inter anomalies of the ionosphere in the area of China

are analyzed and discussed , especially according to the results of year 2001.

　　Keywords:　Global Positioning System , spherical harmonic function model , total electron content , semiannual anomaly , winter

anomaly.

　　It is generally accepted that there is a close cor-
relation between the ionospheric activities and the hu-
man activity of production.With the rapid develop-
ment of science and technolog y today , more and more

at tention is paid to the ionospheric research.Under-
standing of the characterist ics of the ionospheric ac-
tivi ties , such as diurnal , seasonal , semiannual and

annual variations of the ionosphere , etc., is helpful

not only for studying the fine st ructure of the iono-
sphere but also for the precise determination of to tal

electron content(TEC)to serve the fields , which are

affected by the ionosphere , such as geodetic survey ,
communication , space explo ration and space navig a-
tion , etc.In the preceding w ork , the ionospheric ac-
tivi ties were discussed by using the TEC data ob-
served mainly by means of digital ionosondes , satellite
beacons , and so on

[ 1—8]
.In the last decade and

more , GPS (Global Positioning System)is w idely u-
tilized to moni tor and investigate the activities of the

ionosphere as a new tool due to its advantages such as

high precision , real time , and high resolution.It has
been proved that i t is feasible to simulate local and re-
gional area ionospheric act ivit ies with spherical har-
monic (SH) function model[ 9—15] .The Crustal

M ovement Observation Netwo rk of China

(CMONOC)has been established and is in operation.
This netw ork provides valuable data for the study of

the ionospheric change in addi tion to it s importance

for the earthquake prediction in China[ 14—18] .In this

paper , time series of total electron content (TEC)
during the period f rom year 2000 to 2002 is calculated

w ith SH function model and the dual f requency GPS

P code phase data f rom CMONOC.Especially w ith

results of some days in 2001 as examples , the diurnal

variations of TEC are analyzed and discussed in detail

and a method , which is utilized to calculate the vert i-
cal TEC above China , is developed in terms of quali-
tative analysis.On the basis of this method , the iono-
spheric semiannual and w inter anomalies are analyzed

and discussed w ith the time series of TEC in year

2001.

1　Outline of this research

1.1　Basic theory

The ionosphere is a layer of the atmosphere at

the alti tude f rom 60 km to 1000 km.Generally speak-
ing , in the GPS TEC research , the ionosphere is as-
sumed to be a thin spherical shell model located at a

certain alti tude (H).Taking into account the fact

that the layer of the maximum elect ron density is usu-
ally located at altitude approximately betw een 300 km

and 400 km above the earth' s surface , the shell of a

fixed alti tude of 350 km is adopted in this paper , that
is , H =350 km.The vertical TEC is parameterized

exclusively by SH expansions (see Eq.(1)below)
which refer to a solar-geog raphical f rame at the time.



The reduction betw een slant and vertical TEC is con-
ducted w ith a t rigonometric single-layer model

(SLM)mapping function
[ 19]

.The unknown iono-
spheric parameters are fi tted w ith the least squares

technique.

V TEC(φ, λ)=∑
n
dmax

n=0
∑
n

m=0
 Pnm(sinφ)

·( A nm cos(mλ)+ Bnmsin(mλ)),
(1)

where φis the lati tude of the ionospheric pierce point

(IPP), λthe longitude of the IPP , ndmax the maxi-
mum degree of the SH expansion; P nm(sinφ)=
MC(n , m)·Pnm(sinφ)is the normalized , associated
Legendre function of degree n and o rder m ;
MC(n , m)is the normalization function

[ 20]
,

MC(n , m)

　= (n -m)! (2 n+1)(2-δ0m)/(n +m)!,
where δ0m denotes the K ronecker delta , Pnm(sinφ)
is the classical , unnormalized Legendre function ,
 Anm and  B nm are the unkown SH coefficients , i.e.
the V TEC parameters to be determined[ 9—15] .

1.2　Steps of data processing

In consideration of individual GPS data process-
ing of the fiducial stations of CMONOC for different

days , the spherical harmonic function with 16 param-
eters is adopted in this research , i.e.m =n =3 ,
(see Eq.(1)).Taking into account the satelli te and

station' s inst rumental biases (IBs), we process the

GPS dual f requency P code phase data of the f iducial

stations of CMONOC for year 2001 and calculate the

vertical TEC over every fiducial stat ion all the year

round.On the basis of the results , we studied the

variations in the ionosphere in China.This work is a

tw o-step process:

(1)Individual processing of the GPS dual f re-
quency P code phase data of the fiducial stations of

CMONOC for many days in year 2001 and plo tting of

a time series of 12 2-hour ionospheric TEC snapshots

over China and its adjacent area fo r each day .Based
on quali tative analy sis , i t is proved to be possible that

the TEC snapshots can reflect the variations of the

ionosphere over China and its adjacent area.Conse-
quently , the mean of the TEC of all fiducial stations

at an epoch is assumed to be the TEC over China and

i ts adjacent area at this epoch.

(2)Using the method described above and the

GPS dual f requency P code phase data at the f iducial

stations of CMONOC for year 2001 , time series of

TEC above the China region all the year round is cal-
culated and the semiannual and winter anomalies are

analyzed and discussed.

2　Data processing

2.1　GPS data

We selected the GPS P code phase data of the

fiducial stations of CMONOC for year 2001 in this ar-
ticle.The sampling interval is 30 s , which is suggest-
ed and standardized by the IGS (International GPS

Service).The elevation cut-of f of 20 deg rees is adopt-
ed.Figure 1 shows the map of fiducial sta-
tions

[ 16—18]
.

It should be pointed out that the numbers of the

fiducial stat ions w ere approximately 20 in each day

because of missing and poor quali ty of the GPS data.
Especially only the IGS stations in China are utilized

fo r day s:223 , 233 , 306 , 312 , 316 and 365.The
IGS stations in China are BJFS , KUMN , LASH ,
SHAO , URUM , and WUHN.

Fig.1.　The sketch map of CMONOC cont ribut ion.

2.2　The method of data processing

It is necessary to determine the quality of the da-
ta , and clean the out liers before determining the TEC

parameters.The geometry- f ree (L4)combination is

fo rmed to eliminate the ef fects of the geometry ,
clocks , and the t roposphere.Considering the satellite

and station' s inst rumental biases (IBs)which are

usually thought to be constant in a sing le day[ 10 , 21] ,
and according to the basic mathematic model in Sec-
tion 1.1 , the unknown ionospheric TEC parameters

and IBs are fit ted w ith the least squares technique.
Then , the vertical TEC over every fiducial station for

each epoch of each day is estimated.In data process-
ing , the data of every fiducial stat ion for each day

were processed independent ly .
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3　Results and analyses

3.1　Diurnal variations of the ionosphere

With the method described in Section 2.2 , the
GPS dual f requency P code phase data of the f iducial

stations of CMONOC fo r many days in year 2001

w ere processed independently.At the same time , we
estimated the vertical TEC over every fiducial station

for these days , and sequentially we obtained t ime se-
ries of 12 2-hour TEC snapshots of China and its ad-
jacent area fo r every day , taken at 1:00 , 3:00 , … ,
21:00 , and 23:00 UT .Because the purpose of this

w ork is to study the long-term variations of the iono-
spheric TEC using the GPS P code phase data and the

short-term variations of the ionosphere , such as iono-
spheric f luctuations etc., the solar-geographical refer-
ence f rame is adopted to estimate the TEC parame-
ters.As an example , only the research results on the

diurnal variations of the ionospheric TEC for April 10

of year 2001 are given due to the space limitations.
Other results w ill not be given owing to the similarity

of all the resul ts.

Because of missing and poor quali ty of the GPS

data , the data of 23 stations w ere used from

CMONOC on April 10 , 2001.They are as follow s:
BJFS , BJSH , CHUN , DLHA , DXIN , GUAN ,
HLAR , KM IN , LHAS , LUZH , QION , SHAO ,
SUIY , TAIN , TASH , URUM , WUHN , WUSH ,
XIAA , XIAG , XIAM , XNIN , and YANG.

In Beijing Time 5:00—9:00 is in the morning ,
9:00—17:00 is in day time , 17:00 —21:00 is at

dusk , and 21:00—5:00 is at night.Due to the dif-
ference of eight hours between Universal Time and

Beijing Time , Figure 2 show s the phenomenon that

the ionospheric TEC over China and its adjacent area

varies f rom small to large value , and then from large

to small value along wi th the earth' s rotation f rom

west to east.It is consistent w ith the alternation be-
tw een day and night in China and in agreement w ith

the fact that TEC is susceptible to the solar activity.
From Fig .2 , it can also be seen that there is a

Fig.2.　Time series of the ionospheric TEC snapshots over China and it s adjacent area for April 10 , 2001.The 12 small figures f rom lef t to right

denote the time series of 12 2-hour TEC snapshots taken at 1:00 , 3:00 , … , 21:00 , and 23:00 UT , respect ively , in uni ts of TECU.
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pronounced no rth-south TEC g radient and the value

of the TEC in the northern part of China is generally

smaller than that in the southern part.I t reflects the

fact that there exists a close relationship between the

variations of ionospheric TEC and the latitude.

Based on the above discussions , the mean of ver-
tical TEC of all stations at an epoch is assumed to be

the vertical TEC above China at this epoch.Figure 3

shows the variation of the ionospheric TEC w ith time

for April 10 , 2001.This figure suggests that there is

the maximum TEC at 6:00 a.m ., Universal T ime o r

14:00 p.m., Beijing Time and the minimum TEC at

21:00 p.m., Universal T ime or 5:00 a.m ., Beijing
Time.

Fig.3.　The time variat ion of the mean of the ionospheric TEC

over China region for Apri l 10 , 2001.

Now we can conclude that some characteristics

of the variations of the ionosphere above the area of

China may be reflected from the TEC obtained with

the method described above.

3.2　Semiannual and w inter anomaly

On the basis of the research in Section 3.1 , we
processed the GPS dual f requency P code phase data

of all fiducial stations of CMONOC fo r year 2001 and

obtained the mean vertical TEC estimated at each e-
poch of each day in China.

In China , March and April are in spring ,
September and October in fall , May , June , July , and
August in summer , and January , February , Novem-
ber , and December in w inter[ 6] .In Fig.4:the ab-
scissa deno tes the Universal Time for every day , the
o rdinate deno tes the month and the shades denote the

value of TEC (see the right panel in Fig.4).Figure 4

shows the seasonal behaviour of the ionospheric TEC

in China.It is clear in Fig .4 that there exists a semi-
annual variation of TEC , that is , the ionospheric

TEC peak values appear in spring and fall , and the

vale values in summer and winter.Figure 4 also

show s that the dayt ime ionospheric TECs are higher

in November and December in winter than in sum-
mer.This phenomenon is named the winter anomaly.
It is also apparent in Fig.4 from left to right that the

w inter anomaly is no t the nightt ime phenomenon but

the daytime phenomenon[ 22] .

Fig.4.　The seasonal variations of the ionospheric TEC over China

region in year 2001.

We also processed the GPS dual f requency P

code phase data of CMONOC for years 2000 and

2002 , and obtained similar results that were not

show n here due to the limi ted length of the paper.
They indicate that the results of this art icle are not

obtained casually , and can ef fectively reflect the vari-
ations of the ionospheric TEC in China for the time

period.

Although these phenomena have also been ob-
served by other observation means , this research

show s that GPS has its advantages such as high time-
space resolution , and has the exclusive value and the

bright future in monitoring and investigating the

ionospheric activities.

4　Summary

This w ork at tempts to study the variations of the

ionospheric TEC above China by GPS.The prelimi-
nary results show that it is feasible to monitor and in-
vest ig ate the behavio rs of the ionosphere , such as di-
urnal variation , semiannual and winter anomalies , by

using the dual f requency GPS P code phase data of

CMONOC and adopting reasonable calculation and

analysis methods.
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It should be noted that the results obtained in

this paper are still preliminary reports about TEC be-
haviors during the peak period of this cy cle of solar

activi ty.Other behaviors during the periods of low

solar act ivity will be reported elsew here w hen more

data are collected and analy zed.

Although this is only a preliminary research , we

are fully convinced that the dual frequency GPS P

code phase data of CMONOC w ill be more and more

abundant in the future , and these abundant resources

w ill give a new opportuni ty for the further study of

the ionospheric activities wi th GPS data.The re-
search findings will also provide references for related

fields , in w hich high accuracy ionospheric corrections

are involved , such as geodetic survey , etc.
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